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Developing an IT security risk assessment methodology is a key part of building a robust and effective information security program. Formal methodology has been established and accepted as the industry's best practice in implementing the risk assessment program and should be considered and worked out as part of the risk when
performing the assessment for the first time. In this post, we will discuss two main approaches to risk: quantitative and qualitative risk assessment methodology, as well as their use, and how they complement each other to provide a holistic view of risk. Why the risk assessment process starts with information assetsAll risk assessments
begin with the same series of questions. Organizations start by creating an inventory of their information assets. By looking at information assets, the organization can see which ones pose the greatest threat to information security. For example, a database consisting of anonymous metrics may be important to an organization, but without
linking it to individual customer identifiers, it poses few risks to information security. How to view information assets at risk Determining any information security risk assessment determines the consequences and likelihood of data leakage. Whether qualitatively or quantitatively, companies should consider every identified threat facing their
information landscape. Once they have identified the threat, they should look at the inventory of information assets to determine what impact the breach will have. At the same time, the organization should consider the possibility of such a violation. For example, an anonymous breach of a database can have very few organizational
consequences. In the absence of intellectual property or customer data, this type of breach represents a small financial impact on the company. However, if the database is stored on a shared disk, the probability of a violation increases. Thus, while the information itself poses a small financial risk, the probability of an event puts the
organization at a higher risk. The first and simplest it security risk assessment methodology is to quantify and analyze risks. The quantitative means that risk is quantified or measured in terms of certain numbers, numbers and percentages. This methodology answers, in particular, the financial impact of this risk? and how much data would
be lost or compromised if this risk were realized?. While this approach takes into account the impact of risk on business operations, it does so through rigid lens-based numbers. By performing a quantitative risk assessment, the assessment team must first identify key assets for the business. This methodology for assessing IT security
risks Factors such as IT equipment, data processing and objects, along with less obvious assets such as employees, mobile devices and the data themselves that are in the system. Once all the key assets are identified, calculate the value of each in dollars. This may be difficult to do for ambiguous or unstable assets, but it doesn't have
to be an ideal science; estimates are in order. For each risk, determine which asset (s) will affect it and how much of that asset will be lost or compromised as a percentage. Then just take the loss percentage multiplied by the value of the asset to get a dollar loss for that particular risk. Conclusions of the quantitative methodology for
assessing IT security risksWhat does the assessment team ultimately do when using a quantitative approach to risk? After evaluating each risk scenario, the team should report which assets are at risk, how many assets are exposed and what the financial impact will be if the risk is realized. This allows management to make informed
decisions when considering controls and safeguards to protect different assets: if the control is worth more than the amount that will be lost in the risk scenario, it makes no financial sense to exercise control, regardless of whether the loss actually occurs. The downside of this numerical-based approach is that it does not consider the
impact on business functions or how production will be affected in different risk scenarios. In assessing how business units, processes and reputation will affect risk, a qualitative approach is used instead. What is a quality risk assessment? Another important methodology for assessing IT security risks is a qualitative understanding of
risks. Instead of numbers and percentages, the qualitative approach answers the questions How will my team be affected by this risk? and How will our service levels be affected by loss? Performing a qualitative risk assessment with a qualitative IT security risk assessment may be much easier to perform than quantitative analysis, but
also less accurate. This method usually involves calling a committee of delegates from different parts of the business to discuss how their teams will be affected by different risks. Instead of asking, How much money will you lose in this situation? the qualitative approach asks, How will this affect your team's performance in this situation?
will be that the team can't produce anything in a way that appraiser to determine that the system is subjectively critical to the business function. The high-quality IT security risk assessment methodology, based on quality valuation, should be a report on which assets and systems are most important to different parts of the business. The
evaluation committee will not necessarily know the financial implications if these systems have been compromised, but they will understand which business units will be affected and how much performance will be lost in different risk scenarios. In addition, the appraiser will understand the impact on the company's reputation and any PR
considerations if the risk has been realized and has become public. Why both approaches are needed to develop an IT security risk assessment methodology for your organization, it's important to understand that both quantitative and qualitative analysis is needed to take a comprehensive look at the risk management process. Risk
management processes require not only an understanding of impact, but also the creation of a risk management system that establishes an acceptable level of risk to ensure the operation of business operations. Creating valuable risk management processes means identifying the risks your company will take, transfer, mitigate, and avoid.
Sometimes security controls are not cost-effective. Thus, the organization will decide to completely avoid the risk. For example, a small retailer may choose to reduce the risk of in-store shopping, but avoid online sales because reducing the risk of PCI DSS compliance is not cost-effective for a new business. In other cases, the company
may transfer the risk to a side supplier. As a small retailer grows, they can use Amazon services to sell products online. In this way, they transfer the PCI DSS risk to that provider. Residual risk, the possibility of poor safety control used to reduce or transfer risk, is inherent in reducing risk. A hacker can hack third-party, even Amazon.
Thus, although the company has tried to transfer the risk, there is a residual risk. To protect against this residual risk, the online store must constantly monitor the vendor's security position. Know the risks that your company will take, transfer, mitigate or avoid While the business needs a black-and-white view of the financial implications
and volumes of lost data, it must also understand the subjective consequences of risk and how they may hinder the production or tarnish the reputation of the company. Managers risk undermining business goals by ignoring the subjective consequences of security requirements. Security managers can find the best time spent on meetings
for a qualitative part of the valuation at the same time that analysts calculate the value of assets and determine the financial impact quantitative representation. After both parts of the assessment have been completed conclusions to relevant stakeholders to discuss both the objective and subjective consequences of risk. After reviewing
the reports, senior management and board members will gain a better understanding of the company's risk landscape, enabling them to make informed decisions to budget and allocate resources to address them. Thus, an effective risk and security assessment methodology will include both quantitative and qualitative approaches to
obtain an accurate picture of risk. When creating a risk assessment program, consider using both of these methods to protect the most important assets. Assessing information security risks is a process of identifying vulnerabilities, threats, and risks associated with organizational assets and management mechanisms that can mitigate
these threats. Risk managers and organizational decision makers use risk assessment to determine which risks can be mitigated by control and which to take or transmit. There are two prevailing methodologies for risk assessment. These are qualitative and quantitative approaches. The third approach, called mixed or hybrid, combines
qualitative and quantitative approaches. Information security quantitative risk assessments use mathematical formulas to determine the impact factor and duration of losses or each threat, as well as the likelihood that the threat will be implemented under the name Annualized Rate of Occurrence (ARO). These figures are used to estimate
the amount of money that will be lost to exploit vulnerabilities annually called annualized Loss Of Expectancy (ALE). Using these numbers, the organization can then plan to control this risk if countermeasures are available and cost-effective. These figures provide a very simple cost-benefit analysis for each countermeasure and threat to
the asset. Countermeasures should be taken, which reduce the annual duration of losses, more than their annual costs, if there is sufficient resources to use countermeasures. For example, a quantitative estimate for Company X determines assets of $1,000,000. With an impact ratio of 1%, Company X expects to lose $10,000 a year. In
other words, ALE is $10,000. There are countermeasures that will reduce these expectations to $2,000 a year, and countermeasures will cost $7,000 a year. This estimate makes it easy to see savings from implementing countermeasures because the organization will save $1,000. The math is this: The $10,000 loss reduced to $2,000 is
a reduction of $8,000. The countermeasures cost $7,000. A $8,000 loss loss minus $7,000 for the cost of countermeasures equals a saving of $1,000. NOTE SIDE: Expected duration Loss (SLE) Value SLE-Assets - Exposure FactorAnnualized Expected Loss (ALE) (ALE) Annual Occurrence Rate (ARO) As you can see, the formulas here
are all based on asset value and exposure factor. Thus, different quantitative risk assessments can produce very different results if the asset valuation method is different. One valuation may use the purchase price as an asset value, and another may use value for data owners, operating costs, cost to competitors, or liability related to loss
of assets. Each of these values would be wise to use, but they would produce different results. In the example above, the decision to introduce countermeasures would have been different if the asset valuation had been $850,000 instead of $1,000,000. Here ALE will be $8500. Now a loss if still dropping to $2,000 would result in savings
of $6,500, but countermeasures cost $7,000 to allow the organization to lose $500 implementing countermeasures. It is important to recognize how different asset valuation methods affect valuation. The methods used in asset valuations should be documented so that decision-makers understand how these figures were obtained. High-
quality information security risk assessments of information security risk assessments use experience, judgment and intuition rather than mathematical formulas. A qualitative risk assessment can use surveys or questionnaires, interviews and group sessions to determine the threat level and annual expected loss. This type of risk
assessment is very useful when it is too difficult to assign a dollar value to a particular risk. This can be easily the case with highly integrated systems that house numerous assets and are subject to various risks. High-quality assessments of information security risks are generally well received because they involve many people at
different levels of the organization. Those involved in a qualitative risk assessment may feel responsible for this process. High-quality risk assessments do not require large mathematical calculations, but the results tend to be less accurate than the results achieved by quantification. A mixed assessment of information security risks allows
for a mixed approach to assessing information security risks. This approach combines some elements of both quantitative and qualitative assessments. Sometimes quantitative data are used as one of the deposits of many to estimate the value of assets and the expected loss. This approach gives the assessment more credibility because
of the facts, but it also involves people in the organization to gain their individual understanding. The downside of this approach is that it may take longer to complete. However, a mixed approach can lead to better data than what these two methods can give alone. information security risk assessments may use a quantitative or qualitative
methodology or combination combination two to determine asset valuations, threat levels and annual expected losses due to vulnerabilities. There are software applications that will make performing quantitative calculations easier to assess risks, so this approach is very useful for those new to risk assessment. The quantitative estimates
provide clear data that makes decision-making easier. However, qualitative assessments use experience and can reveal things missed by a pure mathematical formula. High-quality assessments also attract more people who can help in making results. For further reading, the Security Risk Assessment Handbook JURINNOV, a
Cleveland-based firm, offers information security consulting services to give you more confidence in your information systems. Contact us today and take your security to the next level. Level. security risk assessment methodology pdf. security risk assessment methodology for the petroleum and petrochemical industries. information
security risk assessment methodology. physical security risk assessment methodology. atm security risk assessment methodology. a quantitative cvss-based cyber security risk assessment methodology for it systems. department of homeland security risk assessment methodology. national security risk assessment methodology
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